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Abstract 
TangZhiYan is a special notebook about something of Tang imperial xamination 
system written by Wang Dingbao.It recorded minutely the development of the Tang 
imperial examination system,the social custom of imperial examination system, the 
state of the writers and lots of prose works of some poets.Therefore it provideds 
abundant references for the study of the Tang dynast  hi tory, imperial examination 
system,the idea and state of literati at that time and the textual criticism on some poets 
and verses.There are abundant of imperial examination vocabulary,education 
vocabulary,bureaucratic establishment vocabulary,colloquial words and so on,so it 
can reflects the fact of language at that time more truly. TangZhiYan,completed at the 
began of the modern chinese, Later-Tang and Five Dynasties era, was a connecting 
link as well as a critical period for the development of the Chinese language.It 
produced lots of new words and new explanation.The res arch on them is helpful to 
find the development grain of language.What’s more,the vocabulary in TangZhiYan is 
useful to supplement and correcte the words,explanation and example illustration 
which was omited in the Great Dictionary of Chinese. 
The framework of the thesis is as follows: 
Chapter One: Introduction. A brief introduction to TangZhiYan.It includes 
TangZhiYan and his author Wang Dingbao, history and current statu  of the research, 
significance of the research, methods and thinking train of the research. 
Chapter Two: The new words of imperial examination a d education in 
TangZhiYan.The thesis try to analyze the imperial examination words in TangZhiYan  
systematically to search the course of their produce,development and extinct.We tried 
to study the education words which were produced in Sui and Tang dynasties era to 
find the relationship between feudal imperial examination and education. 
Chapter Three: The new words of bureaucratic establishment in 
TangZhiYan.Researching the new words of government office and official 
position,and exploring the development course of them. 














words and explanation which were omitted in the Great Dictionary of Chinese and 
some colloquial words. 
Summary：Summarizing the value of the research on the vocabulary in 
TangZhiYan and its discount. 
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第一章  緒論 

































































































（我们在寫作中即以此為藍本），1960 年和 1978 年分別由中華書局上海編輯所
和上海古籍出版社重出，廣為流傳。2002 年上海古籍出版社出版了陽羨生的《唐

































































                                                   
①蒋绍愚《<入唐求法巡礼行记>词汇研究·序言》，北京：中国社会科学出版社，2000 年版，1-2 頁。 
②高名凱、石安石主編《語言學概論》，北京：中華書局，1963 年版，212 頁。 
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① 宋王讜《唐語林·補遺一》，北京：中華書局，1985 年版。 
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